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VISION + CALLING + BRANDING 
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TERMS 

CALLING: Your true identity  
VISION: Specific expression of your calling 
BRANDING: How the world experiences your light 

CALLING: Your true identity  

1. The art of dreaming with God = creating a strong spiritual foundation 
for your business. It’s the act of inviting God into your processing.  

Your calling is anchored to your true identity. 
 
Your identity in Him: What is the name that He calls you? 

Read Isaiah 62:2 
Listening Prayer Journaling Exercise (Write out both voices): 

 Dear God, 
 I want to hear what YOU call me. What is my name? 

 Dear (Your Name), 
 The name I call you is… 

2. Your calling is what comes so naturally to you, you may not even see it 
as special. To help you gain clarity, get feedback from people who know 
you and can be objective about your gifts. 
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Sample Email 

Hi Sarah, 

How are you doing? How is the fall feeling in DC? 

I'm writing you because I really trust you and I feel like you would be able to speak into this 
area of my life. (I’m really digging into finding and owning my calling in the world). 

If you have the time, I would be so grateful to hear your thoughts. Please just answer from your 
heart of hearts, off the cuff.  Don't over think it... And you don't have to answer every question. 
Just what feels easy :) 

1. What 3 words that best describe me? 

2. If someone was facing ________________________ you would bring them to me for advice/
help/encouragement.  

3. What is one thing you’d like to see me offer/do more of in the future? 

Thank you for being someone whose opinion and insights I really value. 

Grace & Peace, 
Morgan 

3. Taking the insights from your Listening Prayer Journaling Exercise & 
Email Feedback, what new confidence do you have as a leader/shepherd 
in the world?  
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4. Review the Spiritual Leadership List below.  

In what areas might God be inviting you to grow? 

Components of a Spiritual Leader: 

1. Clear Vision- knowing who you are.  
2. Lives in Integrity - “let your yes be yes and your no be no.” This is the 

power of your word in the world.  
3. Compelled- you can’t stop talking about this thing you love. 
4. Devoted to changing the world- full of hope for a better future. 
5. Rise above the norms/mediocrity- willingness to lay down ordinariness 

as foot of cross to become extraordinary...ex: giving up the glass of 
wine each night. 

6. Transparency- you have no secrets. 
7. Courageous- willing to take risks, follow the Spirit’s nudges. 
8. Has learned how to befriend their own mind/is engaged in a daily 

practice of renewing the mind. 
9. A rare balance of Humility + Boldness- you are both soft hearted and 

courageous. 
10. (Add your own)  

5. PAUSE & Consider what it might mean for your calling to lead online.  

Spend sometime getting clear on how your calling intersects with the 
online world. Get specific on why you want to be online and where it feels 
very stretching/challenging to lead in this sphere. 
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VISION: Specific expression of your calling 

Where there is no vision the people perish.” 
― Proverbs 29:18 

Vision is what happens when we bring intention to our dreams. 

1. Review Your Jumpstart Homework 

Do you know your story? Do you own that story?  

Have you processed the redemptive aspects of your story? (This is the gift 
you can give the world!) 

“The wound is the place where the Light enters you.” ― Rumi 

“The story of your life is the story of the long and brutal assault on 
your heart by the one who knows what you could be and fears it.” 

― John Eldridge 

2. Bring Awareness to the Battle  
The strategy of the enemy is always to take you out in the very area God 
intended for you to shine. The place of God’s greatest glory in your life is 
the place you’ve experienced the most attack and internal resistance.  
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This is why how we grow our business/personal brand is directly related to 
our spiritual maturity and growth. When we are creating a vision for a 
business we also must create a vision for the kind of person we will be to 
lead that business.  

3. Using Your Story To Cast Your Vision 

What do you want your life to teach?  

What is your vision for how you see your business/ministry playing a part 
in healing/restoring the world? 

Journaling Exercise: Write in the present tense as if you are describing what is.  

What does your business look like? (is it only online? do you offer local workshops? what kind 
of products/goods do you sell?) 

What’s your specific role in the business? What are your everyday tasks? Do you have 
employees/partners/etc? 

How big is your business/ministry? (Is this a full time business or a part time business? Does it 
support your whole family or is it a supplemental income?) 

What is your business really, really good at? 

What inspires you the most? 

How does your company measure success? (Be specific: # of Followers, Income, Testimonials 
from Clients) 

How do people who work with you feel about themselves after being in your care? 

What is your #1 Mission? 

What are the 3 most important things you offer your clients? 

How do the majority of people who become your clients find you? (Social Media, Facebook 
Ads, Local Events, Etc) 
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4. What is your why? 

“People don't buy what you do; they buy why you do it. And what 
you do simply proves what you believe.” 

― Simon Sinek 
Journaling Exercise: Know Your Why 

  
Why do you do what you do in the specific way you are choosing to do it? 

How does what you do and why you do it reflect what you believe is possible in the world and 
for others? 

Resources 

Simon Sinek, https://www.startwithwhy.com/ 

Ted Talk: How Great Leaders Inspire Action https://www.ted.com/talks/
simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action 

How people experience your WHY + 
VISION + is what creates your BRAND. 
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BRANDING: How the world experiences your light 

1. What is a “Branding?” 

The Business Dictionary definition: 
The process involved in creating a unique name and image for a product 
in the consumers' mind, mainly through advertising campaigns with a 
consistent theme. Branding aims to establish a significant and 
differentiated presence in the market that attracts and retains loyal 
customers. 

The Christian Yogi definition: 
How others experience your light. 

It’s where your vision and your calling intersect with the way you do what 
you do and the people who are served by it.  

Personal branding is the value only you can bring into the world. It’s the 
legacy you want to leave, and the specific way you come alive to shine 
God’s glory through your business/ministry.  

2. Testing the Authenticity of Your Brand 

Is it in alignment with the name He calls you? Does it seem like 
something that is true to the core of who you are and can stand the test 
of time, as you grow and mature? If not, what about it seems false or like 
it has a short shelf life? Does it seem like a general template anyone in 
your field of work could use? (I.e. like a VistaPrint business card). 
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Imagine your brand was a tattoo. You want to be the only one who has it. 
Meaning, don’t pick your tattoo from a book at the at tattoo parlor. Make 
it meaningful.  You want to be able to tell a great (and true!) story about 
what your tattoo/brand means to you.  

Just because other yogi choose their most challenging arm balance or 
backbend for their About Page picture, doesn’t mean you should. 

Just because other wellness professionals use the Papyrus font, doesn’t 

mean you should. 

Find and embrace the visual & storytelling 
elements that reflect your unique light.  

3. Keys to impacting and influencing your community online 

External Elements 
• Consistency 
Are your graphics (your headshot consistent across platforms) consistent?  
Do you use the same color pallet? Choose the same font choice? 
Have you created a message/tagline that you can use in all your bios info 
on social media and your website?  

• Frequency 
How often do you post/share? Which platforms do you share on? When 
can people expect to hear from you? 
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• Quality 
Are you taking the time to create strong visual images that do a good job 
at representing who you are? 

Internal Elements 
• Authenticity/Transparent 
Are you allowing your light to come through? Or are you dimming it or 
filtering it in someway? 

• Wholeheartedness 
Does what you share on social media really resonate with you, or is it just 
posting to post? 

4. The importance of making it personal 

What happens if you don’t have a strong personal brand? 
You end up competing on price, where the lowest always wins. Price is 
never the way to honor God’s glory in you. 
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My Brand Guide 

This is who God calls me: 

This is what I do:  

This is how I do it: 

This is why I do it: 

This is who I serve: 

This is my font choice: 

These are my colors: 

This is how I visually tell my story: 

This is my messaging: 

My Hashtags: 
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Example 

Morgan’s Brand Guide 

This is who God calls me: WARRIOR PRINCESS Full of LIGHT  

This is what I do: Create mindful space and opportunities for women to 
intimately encounter the highest version of themselves and see what is 
possible with God. 

This is how I do it: Create/teach programs online, write books, lead workshops/
retreat, teach yoga and meditation. 

This is why I do it: I believe everyone is made to experience true romance and 
meaningful adventure, and in order to fully embrace this Kingdom potential we 
need to encounter the highest version of ourselves and grow closer to God. 

This is who I serve: Women who are called to overcome self-doubt and lead 
others towards wholeness and freedom. Women who are ready to get free 
from old shame and find their own true and meaningful “life to the full.” 

This is my font choice: Modern, clean, simple.  

These are my colors:  Black/White, Turquoise, Flower Red 

This is how I visually tell my story: Photos on ChristianYogi that evoke “warrior-
princess-ness.” Photos on IG that express my love for God, my husband, kids, 
yoga, freedom from old shame and artfully expressing my appreciation for 
beauty/poetry. 

This is my messaging: Abide in Love, Follow the Spirit, Live Life to the Full. You 
are made for True Romance & Meaningful Adventure. 

My Hashtags: #justbeherewithme #breathewithlove #romanceandadventure 
#christianyogi 
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Accountability Action Steps: 

#1. Choose your main project (video, YouTube 
Channel, new website, content for digital 

download, etc) to be completed in the next 6 
weeks and share it in the CYC Facebook 

Community. 

#2. Post your Completed Brand Guide in the 
CYC Facebook Group.
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